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No more boring vacations! Take a holiday to Africa for a Kenya or Tanzania safari. Learn more
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Article Body:
If you’re looking for an exciting way to spend your holiday, an exotic African safari might be
Believe it or not, there’s more to an African safari tour than what you see in pictures or on
Amazing Animals and More
Also on a Kenya tour, activities will often include trips to medicinal springs and the inside
Combine Your Kenya Holiday and Tanzania Safari in One

You can now book a "two-in-one" Tanzania and Kenya holiday to make your African safari vacatio
How to Book Your Africa Safari

You can contact a travel agency to book an African safari or you can find a tour company on th

Find a dependable company on the Web that is actually based in Africa for the best possible se
Quick African Safari Travel Tips

As with traveling to any foreign land, there are a few things you should take along for safety

1. Take a good, dependable digital camera with plenty of photo memory. There will be many, man

2. Keep plenty of mosquito repellent with you at all times. Also, wear long sleeves and long p
3. Pack several bottles of sunscreen for exposed areas of your skin.

4. Take your own pair of binoculars even if the Africa tour company provides them. You might b
5. Take along some medicines to prevent headaches or fever, pain, and diarrhea.

6. Secure health insurance coverage, just in case of an emergency. The tour company may provid

Ask your travel booking agents about other items you might need. They may provide a list for y

You can enjoy days of excitement on your African safari tour once you’ve taken these important
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